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Feature Overview

Support for AI-Generated Product 
Summary and Description for Network 
Catalog Products

BNCAT-2497
Target GA: May, 2024
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Introducing: Support for AI-Generated Product Summary and Description for 

Network Catalog Products

BNCAT-2497

Feature Description

This feature enables suppliers to generate 

the product summary and description of a 

network catalog product using AI. The 

existing product information such as product 

name, product description, product 

summary, manufacturer name, and product 

category as per UNSPSC category code will 

be used to generate the product summary 

and product description. In addition to the 

existing product information, suppliers can 

also add more details as prompts to 

generate AI-enhanced product summary and 

description. It enables suppliers to better 

organize the content and improve 

readability.

Key Benefits

1. Empowers suppliers with AI assistance in 

catalog information grooming, for a simpler 

and faster catalog-upload process

2. Provides suppliers with well-written 

product summaries and descriptions, 

enabling them to rank higher in buyer search 

results

Applicable Solutions:

Network Catalog

Audience:

Supplier

Enablement Model:

Customer Configured
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Product Description and Summary Generation in Network Catalog

• Suppliers struggle to provide detailed product 

summary and description of the products leading to 

poor data quality. 

• Inadequate product information leads to buyer’s 

disinterest in supplier’s products resulting in loss of 

business opportunities for suppliers. 

• Incomplete product descriptions and summary 

hampers suppliers search ranking 

 Suppliers can leverage the power of Gen AI to generate 

detailed and appealing product descriptions and product 

summaries. 

 Available product attributes such as product name, UNSPSC 

category, manufacturer name and manufacturer part number 

can be used to generate detailed product description and 

point vise product summaries for the products. 

• Better product descriptions and product summaries 

builds buyers trust in the supplier’s product. 

• Reduces supplier efforts to create appealing 

product description and summary. 

• Improvers the overall quality of the product catalog 

of the supplier. 

• Improves in search effectiveness for buyers

• Improves overall user experience for both buyers 

and suppliers

Existing product attributes 

such as product name, 

UNSCP Category, 

Manufacturer name, 

manufacturer part number etc

are taken as input

AI capability 

generates response 

text

Supplier reviews the 

generated product 

description and 

summary

Supplier reviews and 

accepts or adjusts and 

then saves the generated 

input

Business Impact Reference

Increases number of high quality product 

listings on Network  Catalog Marketplace 

resulting in improved buyers trust and 

increases new business opportunities for 

suppliers

Impact applicable for catalog managers, sales team 

and business owners in supplier organization using 

SAP Business Network  Catalog

Use case is applicable 

across industries

Business Value Applicable Industries

Challenge Solution Benefits

Enabling suppliers to generate appealing and detailed product summary and product descriptions
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Enablement Steps & Notes

Enablement Mode: Customer Configured

Steps: 

1. Supplier admin can go to the Profile > Settings > Gen AI settings

2. Check Catalog to enable use of Gen AI for network catalog. 

3. Save settings
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Prerequisites, Restrictions, Cautions

Prerequisites

 Supplier should have Enterprise Account to access Network Catalog

 Supplier user should have Catalog Product manager or Admin role

Restrictions

 Gen AI feature for Product Summary and Product Description generation is only applicable for product summary and 

description fields. 

Cautions

 Artificial intelligence can create plausible results, however it can also make incorrect assumptions. Make sure you have 

reviewed all content generated by AI and adjusted as per your needs.

 Users should not add their personal information (Personal Identification numbers, social security numbers etc.) for 

response generation.

 Users should always use polite language in the free text section.
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Feature Details

Click on the three dots to 

open products in the edit 

view

Step 1: Open the product in Edit view
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Feature Details

Generate with AI button is 

available for product 

summary and description 

field in the Edit view of the 

products in Network 
Catalog

Step 2: See the Generate with AI buttons for product summary and description fields
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Feature Details

Step 3: Click on Generate with AI button to read through the AI acknowledgement
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Feature Details

Input parameters used to 

generate product description

Step 4: Generate the Product Description

User can provide additional 

details to fine tune the 

product description

Button to 

generate/regenerate the AI 

response

AI generated response

Click on Apply to save or 

click on cancel to discard 

the response
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Feature Details

Input parameters used to 

generate product

description

Step 5: Generate the Product Summary

User can provide additional

details to fine tune the 

product summary

Button to 

generate/regenerate the AI 

response

AI generated response

Click on Apply to save or 

click on cancel to discard 

the response
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